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NOT JUST SERVICE, ACURA SERVICE.

You’ve already found the perfect car.
Now ﬁnd the perfectly priced tire.
Visit your Acura GTA retailer today to ﬁnd the right tires for your Acura.

ROAD TRIP: 2013 JAGUAR XJ

To the Big Apple in the Big Cat
Wrong turns, Mambo Kings all part
of wild ride to the city that doesn’t sleep
NEW YORK—It should have taken us about

MARK
RICHARDSON

nine hours to drive comfortably from
Toronto to the New York Auto Show.
But pretty soon after setting off, with
colleague Lesley Wimbush behind the
wheel of a Jaguar XJ, I realized it might
take considerably longer.
“Why are we only driving at 90 in a 100
limit?” I asked, quite reasonably. “And
why are we still in the left lane when the
right lane’s clear?”
Lesley glanced over with a tired look.
I had some more concerns:
“Why are the coffee cup holders
square when our mugs are round? Why
did you buy Gummy Bears for road
snacks and not Gummy Worms? Why
doesn’t this car have satellite radio? It
costs more than $90,000 — you’d think
it would have satellite radio.”
The Jaguar XJ was a test car that Lesley arranged to review. It had seemed
like a good idea to do this while driving
down to the New York Auto Show and,
since I was also planning to drive down,
to share the car with me. For some reason, she now seemed to be reconsidering this.
“What does this button do?” I asked,
and pushed it. It was there beneath the
radio, and had a small picture of a seat
on it.
“Aargh!” Lesley cried. I’d just found the
automatic massager, and something
hard and unexpected was now pressing
into her back. “I feel like Sigourney
Weaver in Alien!” She shot me another
of those looks.
We were halfway to Kingston on the
401and she was about to say something
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Wheels reviewers Mark Richardson and Lesley Wimbush tested their mettle as they drove to New York together in a Jag.

else when she squinted into the rearview mirror and pursed her lips a little
tighter.
“This damn Kia’s stuck to my a--,” she
said. “I’m going to lose it.” She snicked
the paddle shifters and stepped on the
gas. The Jag’s 3.0 L V6 engine roared
and the Kia became a distant memory.
We didn’t speak again until my cellphone chirped and I read the email. “Are

you driving east in a dark-coloured Jaguar?” my friend had written. “I tried to
come alongside to wave, but my Kia just
couldn’t keep up. Have a good trip!”
It was going to be a long one, that’s for
sure.
REVENGE TIME?
Lesley is a very good and accomplished
driver.

The last time we drove together, I was
behind the wheel of an Audi TTRS and
we were going flat out on the German
Autobahn.
I almost killed her — if you don’t believe me, watch the video at wheels.ca.
I think this road trip to New York was
her revenge.
NEW YORK continued on W31
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How did we end up in Brooklyn?
NEW YORK from W25

For one thing, she didn’t bring a
map, so I had nothing to fiddle with
except the seat massager, heating
and cooling buttons. For both seats.
She didn’t seem to appreciate this.
We also had to type in the address
to her hotel on the Jaguar’s GPS
system.
It told us to head east on Hwy. 401
to Kingston, then straight south on
the Interstate to the Big Apple.
I was quickly bored in the large
car’s smooth and silent cocoon. At
Belleville, where we stopped for a
couple of strong coffees to wake me
up and calm her down, she suggested I drive for a while. I was happy to
do so.
It was a lovely, bright morning and
the sun shone through the windshield directly onto the car’s
chrome ashtray in the joint armrest, reflecting directly up into my
eyes. I was so distracted I didn’t see
the first speed trap, and we wafted
past as the cop turned his head to
consider hauling us over. He let us
go. We were driving no faster than
anyone else, although on the inside
it felt as if we were standing still.
I set the cruise control and we
reached the border unimpeded.
Lesley handed me her passport and
I snuck a peek at her birth date
before I gave it to the border guard.
Heh. I thought about saying something, but stayed quiet. I’d already
pressed plenty of buttons and we
still had more than 500 km to go.
The distance sped by to Watertown, where we stopped to fill up
with premium gas and Tim Hortons coffee. Lesley took the wheel
again but seemed to tense up as I
offered advice to improve her driving.
While I was trying to zoom in on
the GPS map, to figure out where
we were going, she became visibly
agitated.
“What’s happening with the car?”
she asked, worried. It had suddenly
become sluggish, unresponsive. It
began to slow, but was also revving
freely. It was as if we were in neutral. “What are you doing?” she
called.
I was turning the large chrome
knob on the centre console, trying
to zoom the GPS. But it was actually
the exclusive-to-Jaguar transmission selector knob, and I was
switching it back and forth from
Sport through Drive to Reverse. An
easy confusion for anyone. Fortunately, it was too smart to Reverse.
Lesley pointed out my error and I
slumped back into the seat, turning
on the massager in a sulk. Hers, too.
This didn’t stop me from being
helpful, though.
When I suggested she not allow
the large truck ahead of us to move
into our lane, she gave me another
of those looks and pressed the Dynamic button on the console before
flooring the gas. The car shot past
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The Jaguar XJ was a smooth and silent cocoon of a cruiser as it went on the long haul to the Big Apple.

“We reached the border unimpeded. Lesley (left),
handed me her passport and I snuck a peek
at her birth date before I gave it to the border guard.
I thought about saying something, but stayed quiet.
I’d already pressed plenty of buttons . . . ”

the truck like a space shuttle.
It was good to see she agreed with
my concerns.
MAMBO KING
Our time together meant I had the
opportunity to introduce Lesley to
selections from my iPhone’s music
library. It took a while to figure out
how to connect the phone with
Bluetooth to the Jag’s excellent audio system, but once done the
Mambo Kings blasted out through
all 17 speakers at close to the 875watt limit. Who needs satellite?
Lesley seemed surprised, but once
I’d turned the volume down, she
suggested I drive again.
We were getting close to the city
and I suspect she was nervous in
the busy traffic, though she did suggest that, on any road trip, the passenger is responsible for the music.
We drove on in silence, all the better for concentrating on the GPS,
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which seemed to be taking us farther south than expected. We drove
past the turnoff for the Lincoln
Tunnel. We drove past the turnoff
for the Holland Tunnel.
We headed over the Elizabeth
Goethals Bridge and paid a $13 toll
before realizing we were in Brooklyn. What the . . . ?
With much zooming in and out of
the belligerent GPS screen, we realized that the address I’d keyed in
was taking us to a street in Brooklyn
instead of the intended street in
Manhattan. Now we would be an

hour late, with another toll to pay
through a tunnel onto the island.
I quickened the pace. Lesley commented on the additional rubber
bumpers she could now see
strapped to cars in the city. None of
those drivers gave me a break into
their streams of traffic and none
seemed impressed by the Jaguar.
“This car’s all aluminum, and if
something hits us, it’s going to be
expensive,” she said. “And not for
me, because I’m not driving.”
Islowed the pace and we arrived at
her hotel just in time for dinner. I

blocked traffic for a while as the
doorman unloaded her bags, and
then set the GPS for my own hotel.
It seemed to be in Brooklyn.
When I pulled away, I caught a
glimpse of Lesley waving from the
sidewalk. She seemed to be saying
something, but I couldn’t hear the
words.
Not to worry. I’m sure she’ll tell me
on the drive home.
The vehicle tested by freelance writers
Mark Richardson and Lesley Wimbush
was provided by the manufacturer.
Email: wheels@thestar.ca
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Off-beat in New York

Return of
sporty tC

Daniel Craig, protesters
get tongues wagging

Faster transmission,
styling makes coupe
a strong FR-S alternative

JIL MCINTOSH
SPECIAL TO THE STAR
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The tC coupe was the sportiest of
Scion’s models when it was introduced, but faded into the background when the rear-wheel FR-S
came out.
For 2014, the tC undergoes a few
changes that bring it back in line as
a lower-priced but worthy FR-S alternative.
There’s new styling, including a
lower hood, new headlamps, updated wheel design, LED lighting and
new rear trim that mimics the FR-S
styling.
The 180-horsepower 2.5-L fourcylinder engine is unchanged, but
the six-speed automatic transmission now shifts gears twice as fast,
and adds a rev-matching feature
borrowed from the FR-S that blips
the throttle on both upshifts and
downshifts.
Fear not, purists: the six-speed
manual gearbox remains.
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The 2014 tC has a lower hood, new headlamps and updated wheel design.

Scion launched in the U.S. a decade ago. It’s only been in Canada
since 2010, but we’ll get the limitededition Scion 10 Series commemorative models nevertheless.
These special 10th-anniversary
trim packages will be available on
all five Scion models: the xB, xD, tC,
iQ and FR-S.
The company plans to build
10,000 in total, and we’ll get 450 of
them north of the border.
The exterior looks relatively plain,
painted a unique shade called Silver

Ignition, along with graphite-finish
wheels for the xB, iQ and xD models.
The cool stuff’s on the inside: silver seat belts, an illuminated shift
knob that’s solar powered and a
dash pad that lights up with the
Scion logo when you start the car,
and then fades out and displays the
number 10.
The Series 10 FR-S will also include xenon headlamps with LED
running lights, automatic climate
control, and push-button start.

Auto show media days always have
something in common.
They’re loud, they’re crowded and
there are always a few things that
make even jaded journalists take
note. This year’s New York Auto
Show was no exception.
What had tongues wagging? Believe it or not, it was a vacuum — one
that Honda says will be the firstever in-vehicle model when it debuts in the Odyssey minivan. Many
scoffed at first and then thought it
over. A cleanup system in a minivan? Good heavens, why did it take
so long to think this up?
Jeep brought out its new Cherokee compact SUV which, like several vehicles these days, has the ability
to scope out a parking spot and then
guide itself in. The twist? When it
finds a spot, the in-dash screen
shows a graphic of the spot, and the
icons of the cars it will be parking
between will be displayed as original 1941Jeeps.
Land Rover debuted its new
Range Rover Sport the night before
the show by closing off several
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Al Wilson and Ken Lang of the
UAW protested outside the show.

streets in Manhattan and having
actor Daniel Craig race one through
the city. Talk about bulletproof:
what cop is ever going to give 007 a
speeding ticket?
Chevrolet brought out the new
Camaro Z28 accompanied by engine noises broadcast at an earsplitting 110 decibels, which can potentially cause hearing damage
(but it sure sounded good). Meanwhile, Cadillac presented its new
CTS the night before — at the Lincoln Center.
The show also drew protests from
the UAW. The union claims that
Nissan hires temporary workers
and won’t allow unions in its U.S.
plants. Actor Danny Glover attended a similar protest at the Detroit
show in January. This time, workers from the Mississippi plant travelled to NYC to hand out leaflets.

